Commission Master Class Entry:
Commission Do’s and Don’ts

By: Gold Supporter Keebo

The Basis of this Guide
In this presentation, we’ll ﬁrst present some interactions that are simply
unacceptable when it comes to commissioning artists. These will be known as the
Don’ts.
After that, we’ll present a standard example that illustrates the right means of asking
for commissions, which will be known as the Do’s. These will essentially make up a
guide on how to properly request commissions from artists.
To Summarize:
DON’TS =BAD
DO’S= GOOD

Don’t #1 Don’t Try to Pay Artists with Exposure
A common occurrence that artists go through is having individuals request work
without having to pay, citing exposure as payment. Exposure means that artists’
work will be advertised on whatever social media pages the requester has. Exposure
doesn’t pay the fucking bills though. Many artists work as artists full-time, and even
if they don’t, they do put time and effort into their work. Requesting customized art
catered to you for free is a silly concept. Commissioned art is a luxury. Don’t be an
asshole who pesters artists for free art. Be respectful of artists’ prices.

Example of Don’t #1
All of the examples of Don’ts will have mock-up examples. Here’s the ﬁrst.

Don’t #2: Don’t Try to Negotiate Artists’ Prices
Artists usually have set prices for a reason. They price their art based on the amount
of effort put in and how much they value their work. Trying to be a master
negotiator in attempts of receiving art at a lower price is annoying as fuck. When
this happens, it also indicates that the individual requesting the art does not respect
the listed prices or view the art as worth those prices. As stated before in Don’t #1,
respect artists’ established prices.

Example of Don’t #2

Don’t #3: Don’t Request Banned Subjects
While this may not apply to every artist, many artists have subjects that they refuse
to draw (scat, futanari, etc.). These are commonly placed onto lists frequently under
labels stating “will not draw,” or something along those lines. These are usually found
on artists’ commission sheets, but they can also be found on artists’ websites and
other sources. Please respect artists’ limits, and do not pester them with commission
requests featuring subjects they would not accept. Trying to convince them to draw
a banned subject after they blatantly make it clear they won’t do it is also a shitty
move. It demonstrates a lack of consideration for the artist during the process of
commissioning. Artists accepting commissions are not usually in the mentality of “I
will draw anything”.

Example of Don’t #3

Examples of Normal Art Commission Sheets

Banned Subjects
Listed Here

Banned
Subjects are
also listed
here.

Don’t #4: Don’t Rush the Artist
Sometimes artists do not have estimated amounts of time. Pressuring them to
complete art within a certain interval makes the process of producing art needlessly
stressful. While most artists usually have an estimated amount of time until they’re
done with a commission, do not expect those estimates to be exact. Artists have lives
outside of their work, and they should not be expected to solely work on your
commission in their life. Demanding the artist to ﬁnish the commission within a
certain time frame is rude and entitled behavior. It implies that artists’ time is not as
valuable as commissioners’ time when this is simply not the case.

Example of Don’t #4

Don’t #5: Don’t Ask for Freebies after the Work is
Done
This scenario is a little more obscure than some of the other don’ts, but essentially,
do not ask artists for additional work after they complete the requested
commission. If it was not initially agreed to when the work began, do not ask for it
when the artist ﬁnishes the piece afterwards. For instance, one could ask for a free
background in when there was no background requested in the commission initially.
This is, without a doubt, shitty behavior. Just because art was paid for beforehand
does not mean a commissioner is entitled to additional art.

Example of Don’t #5

Don’t #6: Don’t Ask for a Commission if You
Don’t Have Money
This one should go without saying, but commissioning should not be requested if the
commissioner lacks the money to pay for the commission. If the commissioner had
money at ﬁrst but used it all up before they could commission an artist, they should
simply cancel the commission. It can be a little sad if someone can’t afford
commissions, but it’s way more sad (in a pathetic way) if they’re unreasonable and
try to beg for free art. I think I’ve already established enough how asking artists for
free art is bad. Be prepared to pay for commissioned art.

Example of Don’t #6

Don’t #7: Don’t Ask for a Commission if
Commissions are Closed
Just like Don’t #6, this one should be obvious. However, many prospective
commissioners disregard artists’ notices that their commissions are closed. What
this means is that they are not accepting commissions, likely because they have a
queue of commissions that need to be completed ﬁrst. Sometimes artists don’t make
it clear whether commissions are open or closed, and in that case, it’s perfectly ﬁne
to ask. However, do not feel the need to harass artists about receiving a commission
if they state they are not accepting anymore commissions for whatever reason.
Don’t be an entitled asshole.

Example of Don’t #7

Disclaimer for the Do’s Section
The Do’s will not be represented with different individual examples. Instead, they
will be represented with a single example that has the multiple components of the
Do’s directly displayed .
The Do’s Section won’t exactly be entertaining either since it’s meant to be a guide of
how to properly request commissions. It’s important to note that there isn’t one
deﬁnitive right way, but there are standards to consider with commissions.
Lastly, this is just a random side note, but both Dos and Do’s are punctuationally
correct forms of the word. However, Do’s are more consistent with the way Don’ts is
written. That’s why I’ve written them as such.

Do #0: Use Greetings (optional)
This is more of a formality than anything and is technically optional, but starting off
commission requests with greetings gives a nice impression of the commissioner to
the artist. Saying a simple “hello,” or “hi,” is just a nice way of communicating before
making the request. However, do keep in mind that you should not use super familiar
terms with artists unless you personally know them. Don’t address them as
something like “Darling” when you don’t even know them. That just comes off as
creepy.

Examples:

Do #1: Clearly State What Your Desired
Commission Is
A commissioner must clearly state what they want in a commission. After all,
commissions are personalized art catered to what a commissioner wants. Of course
there will be decisions that the artist makes when working on the commission, such
as art styles, lighting, and certain details, but it’s assumed commissioners are aware
of and respect these decisions when commissioning artists.
Example:

Do #2: Use References
One noticeable thing present during the Don’ts was that all of the examples lacked
the usage of references. That was done to show a quality of bad commissioners: the
lack of using references. Using references is an important part of commissioning art
as it is integral in ensuring that your commission has what you want. References also
give artists a clear direction of what to draw in commissions. The different types of
references include character references (images of the characters and their general
physical presence), item references (references for additional items like weapons,
dildos, etc.), outﬁt references (what characters are wearing), pose references (how
the characters are positioned), and background references (general types of
background and what it consists of). Having references for all of these things allows
artists to pinpoint exactly or roughly what commissioners want, making things
easier for artists. It also makes it easier to produce the art for the commissioners.

Reference Examples #1

Reference Examples #2

Reference Examples #3

Do #3: Be Descriptive
Being descriptive with the speciﬁc details desired in commissions is key to ensuring
that the commissions line up with your expectations. There are multiple ways that
you can give descriptions, but always make sure what’s being communicated is
coherent and understandable. Maintain proper grammar, punctuation, and spelling
when commissioning artists . English is the most globally-used language, but many
artists use other languages too. Regardless, descriptions for commissions should
always be understandable. Making your commissions easily readable allows artists
to make commissions more in line with your vision. Finally, consider breaking down
descriptions into small lists or bullet points since those are easier to read than
paragraphs. Lastly, references supplement descriptions well, so do include additional
references alongside descriptions to make details easier to understand.

Description Example

Supplemental Reference Examples #1

Additional Reference Examples #2

Additional Reference Examples #3

Additional Reference Examples #4

Do #4: Pay Upfront or in the Preferred Method of
the Artist
Artists often take payments for commissions through websites (or platforms), such as Paypal
and Ko-ﬁ. However, artists may use other platforms to take payments, so be ready to pay
through a platform which they accept. This preparation involves having an account on one of
these platforms and having payment methods (credit cards, debit cards, etc.) attached to said
account. You might have to search for their accounts or type in an email, so don’t be afraid to
ask for the artists’ account name! Alternatively, some artists may ask for your email on Paypal
and other platforms so that they can send you an invoice to charge you for your commission. If
they do not accept a certain form of payment, do not try to convince them to accept that
alternate form of payment (cryptocurrency, gift cards, etc.). Be sure that you pay in the speciﬁc
process that the artist has established. Some artists prefer to have a process of accepting full
payments before they begin work on the commission while other artists prefer to draw a
sketch of the commission ﬁrst before ofﬁcially taking payment. Don’t exploit their trust if they
create sketches before you pay. Respect and accept whichever process they utilize.

Example: Paying for Commissions on Paypal

Optional Do: Tip the Artist
This one is optional, but if you have some extra
money to spare and are very satisﬁed with your
commission, do not hesitate to tip the artist.
However, do notify them of your intent to tip them
before actually tipping them. This is because some
artists are taxed directly on the amount of income
they make from their art, so the smallest change in
their income can affect how they will be taxed.
Regardless, tipping artists is a great way of showing
appreciation for their work!

Do #5: Be Respectful of Artists’ Time
This connects to Don’t #4: Don’t
Rush the Artist.
Basically, do not pressure artists into
deadlines. You should respect they
are human beings with their own
lives and own work pace and
recognize that when commissioning
them. Don’t take their work and the
time and effort put towards it for
granted!

Time
is
weird.

Do #6: Express Gratitude
This step is probably common sense to you, but show the artist
you’re commissioning that you’re grateful! Simply expressing
your appreciation for the work artists through words can really
inspire them to keep doing the great work they’re doing. Plus, it’s
just a very polite thing to do. Tipping is one form of expressing
gratitude. However, not everyone has extra money. Everyone
does has the ability to articulate gratitude though.
I don’t think I need to include a long list of examples, but anything
like the following examples will work as expressions of your
gratitude :
“It looks amazing, thank you so much!
“I love it so much! I really appreciate the work you’ve put in!”

Do #7: Enjoy Your Commission!
This one is probably super obvious
and already a basic expectation
when commissioning art, but ENJOY
YOUR COMMISSION!
You got a commission, because you
like the artist’s work.
Cherish the work they did for you,
and take some time to truly look at it
and appreciate it!

You can rest comfortably now that you know how to properly commission artists.

This guide has been brought to you by
Traumatized Jesus.
Traumatized Jesus, he has seen it all.

